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Outline 

• Motivation & Summary of the Surveys 
• Summer School for ICMEd 
• TMS Short Course on ICMEd 
• Computation in UM Undergraduate Education 

– Stand-alone courses 
– Implementation into existing courses 
– Focus: Integration of computation into a 

laboratory course 
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Bottleneck: Development of materials scientists capable of 
applying and/or developing computational tools 

Key: Integration of computation into undergraduate/graduate 
curricula 



Why Should We Care? 

•  Every field can take advantage of the increasing 
computational resources to accelerate advances. 

•  Engineers: Trained personnel can help implement new 
approaches to engineering (e.g., ICME). 

•  Scientists: Wide spread use of computational tools 
makes their scientific work more relevant to 
technology. 

•  Students: Common concepts in computational 
approaches – allows them to learn/use tools outside of 
MSE. 

•  Educators: Provides opportunities for “active learning” 
and virtual experiments of scientific concepts. 



Surveys 

K. Thornton, S. Nola, R.E. Garcia, 
M.A. Asta, and G.B. Olson, JOM, 61, 
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JOM Survey (2009): Overview 

•  Questionnaire Sent to Department Chairs 
–  5 questions related to need and support of CMSE undergraduate 

education 
–  Responses from 19 Chairs 

•  Questionnaire Sent to Computational Materials Faculty 
–  Questions related to course offerings, teaching approaches, 

resources 
–  Responses from 23 faculty 

•  Perspectives Solicited from Employers 
–  Questions related to role of CMS in organization, and 

recommendations related to CMSE in curriculum 
–  Responses from 12 employers 

•  Results guided us to make informed decisions as we 
planned activities! 



Summary of Issues Raised 

•  Limited course/faculty availability and 
challenges in implementation of CMSE 
components in MSE curricula.  

•  Employers finding gaps between tools taught 
and those commonly in use. 

•  Practical concerns of reallocation of 
resources to enable implementation of CMSE 
into education. 

•  Web-based dissemination of educational 
materials for CMSE alone may not be optimal. 



Issues Addressed by Summer School 

ü Limited course/faculty availability and challenges in 
implementation of CMSE components in MSE 
curricula. – Focus 

ü Employers finding gaps between tools taught and 
those commonly in use. – Balancing 

ü Practical concerns of reallocation of resources to 
enable implementation of CMSE into education. – 
Will significantly reduce the burden/barrier 

ü Web-based dissemination of educational materials 
for CMSE alone may not be optimal. – Training, in 
addition to providing materials 

   



Summer School for Integrated 
Computational Materials Education 

•  Supported by NSF (Daryl Hess, DMR-CMMT) with supplemental 
funding of Michigan Center for Theoretical Physics, UM CoE, 
TMS in-kind support 

•  Educate the educators (graduate students, postdocs and faculty) 
•  The two-week program includes  

–  a “crash course” on computational materials science 
–  focus sessions on educational modules that can be adopted into 

existing core courses  
•  The “Fellows” will take their knowledge back to their institutions 

and teach computational materials science modules within 
existing required undergraduate courses 

•  Key Contributors: Mark Asta, Edwin Garcia, Larry Aagesen, John 
Allison, Laura Bartolo, Jon Guyer, Paul Mason, Anton Van der 
Ven, Greg Olson, Tershia Pinder-Grover, Angie Milliken 
(assistant) 



Summer School for ICMEd: July 18-29, 2011 
@ University of Michigan 

25 participants from Alfred University, Johns Hopkins, Illinois Institute of Technology, Michigan 
State, Missouri Science and Technology, Penn State, Purdue University, Texas A&M, University of 
California Santa Barbara, University of Michigan, University of North Texas, Virginia Tech  



Summer School for ICMEd: July 18-29, 2011 
@ University of Michigan 

“I have recently joined 
IIT Bhubaneshwar as a 
faculty in their school of 
Minerals, Metallurgical 
and Materials 
Engineering. The ICME 
Summer school material 
is now coming really 
handy.” 



Summer School for ICMEd: June 11-22, 2012 
@ University of Michigan 

21 participants from Cambridge University, Case Western University, Carnegie Mellon, Cornell, 
Johns Hopkins, Michigan Tech, Northwestern University, Ohio State, Texas A&M, University of 
Michigan, Timken (industry).  



1st Week Includes Crash Course and All Modules 



2nd Week Targets Students/Postdocs to Provide 
Opportunities for Practice and Teaching Experience 



Computational Thermodynamics Module 

•  Instructor-level lecture 
•  Undergraduate-level lecture  
•  Hands-on exercise 

–  Also reviews basic thermodynamics concepts via 
pencil & paper work 

–  Application to carburization based on a published 
paper 

–  Instructor-directed, self-directed with guides, self-
directed without guides 

•  Teaching practice with specialty instructors 
•  All modules consists of similar elements are self-

contained; key MSE concept is illustrated 



Problems include those that illustrate key 
concepts 



Problems include those that illustrate key 
concepts 



We also include engineering applications 

Corrosion resistance in stainless steels is significantly 
enhanced by the presence of Cr in the FCC matrix phase.  
After carburization, it has been found that corrosion 
resistance at the surface decreases. Explain why this 
occurs using plots of Cr content of each phase versus 
carbon concentration.  



Impact on Participants: Before & After (2011) 
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Implementation of Thermodynamics 
Module (2011) 
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Q. How likely would you implement Module I 
(Thermo) into a course? 

Respondents are likely to implement modules 
Three institutions have already implemented; 
     several more are planning 



Confidence Level for Teaching the Modules 
(2011) 
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Overall Satisfaction by the Participants 
(2011) 
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10 respondents gave the highest rating! 



TMS Short Course on ICMEd 

•  Broader dissemination of the materials developed for the Summer 
School for ICMEd 

•  One-day program (8:30AM-4PM) included  
–  AM on computational thermodynamics (Thermo-Calc) 
–  PM on density functional theory (Quantum Espresso on nanoHUB) 

•  Instructors: Larry Aagesen, Mark Asta, Paul Mason, Katsuyo 
Thornton 

•  10 participants; substantial fraction from non-academic institutions 



Computational MSE Education @ UM 

•  Upper-Undergraduate/Lower-Graduate Level 
Computational Materials Science Course (elective) 
–  Overview including atomistic to continuum modeling. 
–  Emphasis on hands-on experience; laboratory 

module on most techniques. 
–  Seniors used the techniques learned in the course in 

design projects. 
–  Two separate courses in the upcoming fall. 

•  Integration of tools into individual courses 
•  Coordinated experimental-computational laboratory  

–  Department has committed one additional faculty to 
facilitate the development. 
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Computational Thermodynamics 

•  At the end of the previous semester, the students 
had examined cast Al alloy experimentally 

•  1 week (one 4 hr class) of  Thermo-Calc basics  
–  Utilizes Module I of the Summer School material 
–  Covers the basics + application to steel 
–  Most students finished assignment in the lab 

•  1 week of application to Al alloy 
–  Less prescriptive & more advanced 
–  Somewhat open ended 
–  More real-life format (letter report) 



Open-Ended Computational Module in Lab 
(After Experimental Work on Al Alloy) 

Request for consult:  
We are interested in studying the behavior of 319 Aluminum, possibly to 
consider modification to its composition.  In order to evaluate the tools 
needed, we would like to have your recommendation and evaluation of 
Thermo-Calc and its databases.   
•  For binary and ternary alloys, how well do the predictions of PBIN agree with 

TCAL1?   
•  Si tends to precipitate out.  Can the behavior of the remainder of the system be 

modeled as a binary Al-Cu? 
•  For the full 319 Al composition, can TCFE6 database be used instead of TCAL1? 
•  For the full 319 Al composition, what is the effect of changing Si and Cu 

compositions at 700K?  What is the best plot to obtain this information?  How do 
the TCFE6 and TCAL1 predictions differ? 

Teaching Points: Better familiarity with the tool; link to 
experiments; importance of selecting the right databases 



Computational Mechanics 

•  4 weeks of experimental laboratory on light bulb 
design 

•  1 week of  COMSOL basics (heat transfer 
example) 

•  1 week of application of COMSOL to metal-to-
glass seal 
–  Calculate thermal stress (accounting for plastic 

deformation) 
–  Find the stress hot spot 
–  Examine how stress depends on the geometry 
–  Examine the effect of material selection 





Analysis of light bulbs 



Modeling of the metal-glass seal 

Comparison 
of max 
stresses on 
different 
geometries 

Simulations with different 
geometries 

Fracture on a real seal 

Cross section analyzed 

References: 
Molybdenum alloys for glass-to-metal seals. G. Leichtfried, G. Thurner, R. Weirather. International Journal of Refractory Metals & Hard 
Materials 16 (1998) 13-22; Finite Element Analysis of Stresses in Glass-to-Metal Foil Seals, A. K. Varshneya and R. J. Petti, Journal of the 
American Ceramic Society 61, 11-12, 498-503. November 1978 



Computational Kinetics 

•  2 weeks of experiments 
–  Imaging of nucleation and growth (2D film) 
–  Differential scanning calorimetry 

•  1 week of phase field modeling 
–  Students wrote a Matlab script of a 2D phase field 

model using finite difference method 
–  Animation of the evolution during nucleation & 

growth and spinodal decomposition 



Phase Field Modeling 

An image of the 
nucleation and growth 
process obtained from 
experiments – 2D film 

(polyethylene oxide) 

Simulated of 
nucleation and growth 

Simulated spinodal 
decomposition 

% Solving 2D CH equation using Euler's method 
clear 
Nx=100; %size 
Ny=100; 
 
t0=0.d0 
tf=5.d0 
dx=0.1; 
W=1; 
eps=0.1; 
M=1. 
C0ave=0.5; 
C0ampl=0.1; 
%normal time step 
%dt=dx*dx*0.4 
dt=0.0003; 
% Set initial condition for C 
C=C0ave+C0ampl*2*(rand(Nx,Ny)-0.5); 
%C(:,1:50)=0. 
%C(:,51:100)=1. 
pcolor(C); 
shading flat 
axis equal 
pause(0.1) 
t=t0; 
while t<tf  
    for istep=1:100 
        %istep 
% Euler method  
        LaplacianC=(circshift(C,[0,1])-4.d0*C+circshift(C,[0,-1])
+circshift(C,[-1,0])+circshift(C,[1,0]))/dx/dx; 
        dfdC=0.5*W.*C.*(1-C).*(1-2*C); 
        mu=dfdC-eps*eps*LaplacianC; 
        dCdt=M*(circshift(mu,[0,1])-4.d0*mu+circshift(mu,[0,-1])
+circshift(mu,[-1,0])+circshift(mu,[1,0]))/dx/dx; 
        C=C+dCdt*dt; 
        t=t+dt; 
    end  
    t 
     
    pcolor(C) 
    caxis([0 1]); 
    axis equal 
    colorbar; 
    shading flat 
    pause(0.1) 
    max(max(C)) 
    min(min(C)) 
end 



Typical Computational Lab 

•  1st hour: Shock & resentment 
–  “Do we really have to do this?!!” 
–  “I don’t know what we are supposed to be doing.” 

•  2nd hour: Acceptance 
–  Most quietly work on the problems  

•  3rd hour: Seeing the fruit of the labor 
–  The lab starts to be filled with excitement 

•  4th hour: Joy! 
–  “I just wanted to thank you for creating the MSE365 

computational kinetics lab... We have been studying 
spinodal decomposition in Metals class, and this lab 
finally got me to understand its finer details.” 



Conclusions 

•  The Summer School/Short Course are small scale, but 
can make a major impact 

•  Two Summer Schools and one TMS Short Course have 
been successfully completed 

•  Modules CAN be implemented by non-experts!! 
•  (A stand-alone course can provide more in-depth 

knowledge in computational materials science) 
•  Integration into core courses can give more frequent 

exposure to all undergrads 
•  Laboratory can be used to offer more open-ended 

exercise using computational tools; a nice lead-in to 
Senior Design courses (Requires an expert? Probably 
not!) 



Thank you for your attention! 

Please direct your comments and 
feedback to: 

Katsuyo Thornton 
kthorn@umich.edu 

(734) 615-1498 




